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Neural bases of time processing:
Combining neuroimaging techniques and clinical evidence
ABSTRACT:
Background
There is growing interest in understanding cognitive mechanisms and neural bases of our
sense of time. Despite the large amount of evidence, nevertheless, a number of open
questions remains about the mechanisms by which our brain measures time.
Aim
The present project aimed at identifying whether there is a core mechanism for timing
processes. Specifically, we investigated which brain areas subserve such mechanism, and
their functional role.
Methods
1. High-density EEG study
2. rTMS study
3. EEG-TMS study
4. Clinical studies
Results
High-density EEG study - Brain source analysis of S1- and ISI-related ERP activity
revealed activation of sensorial cortical areas and the supplementary motor area (SMA),
respectively. We suggest that this area is the major cortical generator of the temporal CNV
reflecting an automatic, action-independent mechanism underlying temporal expectancy.
rTMS study - The results showed that frontal TMS produced differential effects as a
function of type of cuing. In symbolic cuing, TMS on either left or right frontal site (vs.
sham) increased temporal orienting effects by reducing reaction times invalid trials. In
rhythmic cuing, however, frontal TMS did not influence performance.
EEG-TMS study - Our results confirmed the reliability of the TMS-evoked N100 as a
marker of cortical inhibition and provide insight into the neuromodulatory effects of 1-Hz
rTMS.
Clinical studies - On-line comparison process between the two time intervals, reﬂected by
the P1-P2 and LPCt amplitude and morphology, was impaired in patients with Parkinson’s
disease and support the presence of a deﬁcit of memory for time in such clinical population.
Conclusions
Specific ERP components were shown to index processing of short interval durations. Our
findings support the involvement of contingent negative variation (CNV) observed in
frontal regions in time processing. Remarkably, the neural generators of the temporal CNV
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have been located in the SMA. We may consider the CNV as an index of memory and
decision. Furthermore, our researches show a role of both left and right DLPFC in the
ability for temporal orienting. In patients with Parkinson’s disease ERPs results suggest
that the on-line comparison process between two different time intervals was distorted. This
result support the presence of a deﬁcit of memory for time in such clinical population.
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